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The nearly 40 year process of decolonization and the end of
the Cold War have helped create major transformations in
Sub-Saharan Africa. The challenges of extreme poverty, civil
war, crime, cross-border interventionism, terrorism, outflows
of refugees, environmental degradation and the spread of
pandemic disease threaten the region‘s security environment
and could threaten global stability. A contradiction exists
between the United States government’s stated foreign policy
of engagement and its involvement in Africa. While stability
is arguably its most important national interest, America
does little to shape the security environment of this
troubled region. If the United States is going to shape
Africa’s security environment, political leaders must become
the visionaries of, and the advocates for, a more
sophisticated foreign policy for the region. They must gain
consensus on national interests in the region, and formulate
a coherent set of policy objectives which will focus future
engagement strategies. Through selective engagement the
United States can help Africans solve African problems while
shaping a security environment favorable to United States
interests.
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Shaping the Future Security Environment
in Sub-Saharan Africa
11Without peace
[in Africa] development is not possible;
without development peace is not durable."
UN Secretary Kofi Annanl

Although 40 years of decolonization and the end of the
Cold War have provided Africans more opportunities for
peaceful development; a liew set of challenges threatens the
future

stability,

sovereignty,

and

growth

of

African

states.2 Today forces of poverty, ethnicity and nationalism
replace ideological struggles of capitalism and Marxisn.
Threats to
include :

future regional and perhaps global
war ,

civil

international

crime,

cross-border

terrorism,

dire

security

interventionisn,
poverty,

massive

outflows of refugees, environmental degradation and the
spread of pandemic disease.

3

Since the end of the Cold War era there has been a
contradiction between the United States' foreign policy of
engagement and
Today,

many

it's

involvement in Sub-Saharan Africa.

Americans

view

problems

in

Africa

as

"peripheral" to national interests.4 Treating Africa like a
strategic slum has its consequences. Security threats that
appear marginal today can fester and grow

--

threatening

global stability and requiring costly interventions. Despite
pessimistic forecasts there is reason for hope. Some African
leaders are more receptive to American interests today than

at any other time in recent h i ~ t o r y . ~Hopefully the United
States will not squander this opportunity to shape Africa's
security

environment

and

will

encourage

the

region's

peaceful development in the 21St century.
This paper reviews United States' strategic interests
in Sub-Saharan Africa, examines lessons learned from past
experiences in the region and recommends a revised set of
policy objectives that focus on shaping Africa's

security

environment while protecting United States interests.

2

Figure 1:

Reference Map of Sub-Saharan Africa

* Reproduced with permission of Parameters, (Carlisle
Barracks, PA: U.S. Army War College, 1997)
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Africa: A Land of Paradox.

Understanding Sub-Saharan Africa's security environment
requires an appreciation of the complex and contradictory
interaction of social, economic, political and military
forces in the region. Unfortunately sporadic American media
coverage tends to portray distinctly negative images of
Africa. War and famine provide more dramatic stories than
free elections and functioning economies. Robert Kaplan, in
"The Coming Anarchy and the Nation State Under Siege,"
presents
war,

a discouraging

crime,

degradation.

the

spread

image of a continent threatened by
of

disease

and

environmental

Like other regions of the developing world

Africa does have acute problems, but there are also positive
trends and events occurring across the continent. In reality
Africa is a land of paradox, where the future hangs in a
fragile balance between chaos and development.
One paradox is revealed in an assessment of economic
development

among

African

countries.

Africa

currently

accounts for only a fraction of world trade and investment.
Any

chance for macro-economic growth is frustrated by a

stagnant or declining quality of life for the majority of
Africans. In 1996, the United Nations (UN) classified 3 3 of
the 54 African states among the least developed in the
world. Of the more than 600 million inhabitants of SubSaharan Africa, 262 million live on less than one (U.S.)

4

dollar a day. It is estimated that 290 million Africans are
illiterate. Some 200 million Africans lack access to health
services and 274 million have no access to clean water.' A
land

of

vast,

unrealized

of becoming a

possibility

potential,

Africa

sDlid pillar

has

in the

every
global

economy, but the desperation of too many Africans belies
this hope.

are

Despite Africa's

troublir-2 economic statistics there

positive

that

trends

canot

be

ignored.

Africa's

economic growth is stronger then at any time since the early
1970's.'

Although wracked by xar and despotic governance,

countries like Ethiopia and V;.anda

have posted impressive

growth rates of 9.4 and 11.9 2ercent respectively.g South
Africa has every possibility of becoming an engine for
economic development throughoLz the region." In 1996, 21
percent of all United States crude oil imports came from
Africa; and the region accour.ts for roughly half of the
world's

production

of

strategic metals

like

platinum,

chromium.ll While there are prospects for

cobalt, and

economic development in the re2ion, future economic growth
is

inextricably

linked

to

transparent,

accountable

governance.
Africa's
political

complex and at times bewildering array of

actors

reveals

aother

paradox.l2

Shifting

coalitions and the personalization of power among political
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elites are best exemplified by leaders like 'Uganda's Youreri
Musevani, the Congo's Laurent Kabila, Rwanda's

Paul Kagame

and Sudan's John Garang. Their relations are a reflection of
the violent and uncertain political transformation taking
place today in Central Africa.13 Greed and nepotism of
ruling elites often result in endemic corruption at the
expense of legitimate governance. The late Mobutu Sese Seko
was the archetype of this syndrome. His three decades of
exploitative

authoritarian

rule

in

Zaire

(today

the

Democratic Republic of Congo), left social and economic
chaos in one of Africa's

richest countries.14 In Kenya,

Daniel arap Moi' s single-party apparatus continues to stir
severe social and political tensions.15 The complexity of
interaction among political actors and institutions makes it
difficult

to

make

generalizations or predictions about

stability in the region. As countries like France, Great
Britain and the United States disengage from the region,
their prospects for shaping Africa's

security environment

appear dubious.
In sharp contrast, Sub-Saharan Africa has witnessed
numerous experiments in democracy, some quite successful. In
1990,

Namibia

achieved

a

cease-fire

agreement

among

insurgent parties, held successful elections and moved from
South African colonialism to democratic majority rule.16
Agreements in 1993 among Mozambique's

6

political parties

ended nearly two decades of armed conflict, encouraged the
return of 1.5 million refugees and created the conditions
for substantive economic

development .I7 In Southern Africa

Senegal, Mauritius, Seychelles and Botswana also subscribe
to

democratic

governance;

strengthening

an

emerging

democratic bloc." These examples of democratization reflect
unique

opportunities, "critical moments''

in

time

when

African political leaders, supported by the international
community, have succeeded in implementing political change
in their countries.
Another paradox is reflected in the legitimacy of
African

militaries.

Africans

have

every

right

to

be

skeptical of the military's role in preventing or resolving
conflict. History is replete with examples where armies have
been used as a tool of repression and genocide rather than
as an effective means to defend a nation." In Rwanda, elite
military units, militia and national police were largely
responsible for the early stages of the massive genocide in
April 1994 .*' In Nigeria, intellectuals and human rights
activists

are demanding sanctions against the seemingly

entrenched military, which corruptly receives wealth from
public

oil

"Executive
specialists

revenues.

Private

Outcomes" provide
to

multinational

warlords.22

7

security

services by
firms,

firms,

like

para-military

governments

or

While many are skeptical of African militaries, some
African leaders are willing to employ indigenous capacities
to solve regional security threats. Despite its operational
failures, the

intervention in

1990 of

a West

African

monitoring force (ECOMOG) represents a clear example of
African resolve to deal with conflict situations.23 A
multinational peacekeeping exercise, named “Blue Hungwe,‘’
hosted by Zimbabwe in 1996, serves as a model for training
similar
African militaries in peace operations.2 4 A
international exercise hosted by Senegal in March 1998,
called “Guidimakha,” tested a French inspired concept known
as the Reinforcement of African Peacekeeping Capacities
(RECAYP)

.*’ The

African Crisis Response Initiative

(ACRI)

reflects a commitment by the United States to train and
support an African peacekeeping capacity. Currently seven
African countries have committed a total of eight battalionsized units to this initiative. Once trained these units
could respond on short-notice peacekeeping operations under
the auspices of the (UN) or regional organizations.2 6
The African

security environment is

filled with

contradictions. In fact, there is a widespread perception
among African leaders that former colonial powers and Cold
War

adversaries

are

essentially

disengaging

from

the

continent.27 For example, the United States‘ 1997 National
Security Strategy outlines a policy of ”effective, sustained
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engagement in Africa." Unfortunately America's

involvement

in the region since the end of the Cold War hardly reflects
a policy of sustained engagement. Resources once devoted to
"engagement" have fallen to the point where the United
States is perceived as a minor player compared to other
Embassies and consulates, the U.S.
donor nations.28,
for

International

Information

Agency

Development
(USIA)

(USAID)

have

and

severely

Agency

the

U.S.

down-sized

throughout Africa.2' United States assistance to Africa has
dropped from $1.72 billion in 1985 to $1.2 billion in 1992.
As

globalizacion continues

to

link

the

economies

and

societies of she Pmericas, Europe and the Pacific Rim, the
United States gives the appearance of leaving rather than
engaging the 5-frican conthent.30

United States National Interests in Africa.

The United States has sent a contradictory message to
Africa since the end of the Cold War. The contradiction
between its foreign policy of engagement and its apparent
marginalization of Africa can be attributed to a lack of
consensus on United States interests in the region. As a
result America inconsistently applies ways and means in
attempts to shape Africa's
scholar,

security environment. A noted

Peter Schraeder observes that American policy

makers tend to ignore events in Africa until they reach
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crisis proportions. The result is a foreign policy that
often becomes driven by events as opposed to a policy that
shapes

event^.^' While there is a lack of consensus on

national interests; continued involvement by American and
multinational corporations, special interest groups and the
military

confirm

there

are

interests

in

Africa

worth

pursuing.
If the United States is going to protect its interests
and

shape

the

security

environment

in

Africa,

the

Administration rnmt define its national interests, determine
the intensity of those interests and weigh the acceptable
costs in securing or protecting them. Dan Henk, Director of
African Studies at the United States Army War College,
offers a set of American interests in Africa which could be
focused into

coherent

foreign policy

objectives. These

interests include: regional stability; access; information
and warning; safety; a region free of sponsors or havens for
trans-national threats; comity and cooperation; freedom from
egregious

suffering; humane, managerially

competent and

accoxntable governance; sustained economic development; and
an unthreatened natural environment.32
Of these interests, three must be addressed. First,
stability is an essential condition for the pursuit of all

other regional interests. Second, access relates to economic
partnerships, information sharing and unrestricted use of
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African ports, airfields and lines of communication. Unlike
the exploitative relationships of the Colonial Era or the
Cold War, comity and cooperation among African nations and
the United States encourages international partnerships to
deal with the issues of humanitarian emergencies, transnational threats and economic development.33
While regional stability is arguably the most salient
of United States interests, Africa's

security environment

cannot be shaped solely by the imposition of military power.
Today, long-term stability within a weak or failed state is
achieved through the processes of internal development and
growth. Economic opportunities which improve the quality of
life for Africans are inextricably linked to security and
stability.34

Scholars

also

suggest

that

stability

is

achieved through the development of civil society, the
rehabilitation of the family, the cultivation of community
and

social

elders

and

the

restoration

of

traditional

"African" values .35 These changes are of necessity long-term
processes.
Long-term stability in Africa will require American
foreign policy makers to consider an integrated approach.
Conflict prevention and resolution, economic development and
the strengthening of civil society become important policy
objectives. These objectives then describe the end-states
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whereby appropriate ways and means are applied to shape the
African security environment.

America's Lessons Learned in Africa

America's

recent experiences in Africa provide some

instructive lessons about shaping the region's

security

environment. Reactive military interventions have not served
our national

interests. Most

of

the developmental

aid

donated to weak or failed states has been squandered or
stolen by corrupt elites. In light of recent failures to
resolve

conflicts

in

places

like

Somalia

and

Rwanda,

political leaders in America are hesitant to include African
issues in their agendas.
Peace and stability are pre-requisites for development
and economic growth. Resolution of intrastate conflicts may
require external assistance before the internal condition of
long-term

stability

is

achieved.

If

the

international

community wants to shape the security environment of a weak

or

collapsed

state,

an

in-depth

understanding

of

the

political, economic and social dynamics of the conflict
situation is required. Intimate knowledge of interactions
among influential actors, ethnic groups, communities and
factions can reveal the sources which prompt

or

~onflict.~' UN

suggests

Secretary

General

Kofi

Annan

fuel

creating an international network of capacities that gather

12

and

analyze

Situational

intelligence
assessments

on

then

conflict

become

the

situations.
object

for

formulating or adjusting UN Security Council Mandates or
peace agreements. This knowledge assists participants of
multidimensional

peace

operations

in

understanding

the

conflict environment and in making predictions of future
events.

This

capability,

network
enabling

also
the

provides

an

establishment

early
of

a

warning
credible

presence before a conflict situation deteriorates.37
Unfortunately, the international community lacked an
accurate assessment of the conflict situation in Rwanda in
1993. Internal political conflicts within the government of

Rwanda, evidence of politically motivated assassinations and
human rights violations prior to the 1994 genocide were
either ignored or not explored. As a result, the lightly
armed

UN

peacekeeping

force

dispatched

to

Rwanda

was

incapable of mounting a credible response to egregious human
rights

abuses.38

importance

of

The

having

lesson
a

learned

detailed

in Rwanda

is

the

understanding

of

the

environment before formulating a strategy that seeks to
prevent or resolve conflict.
Another important lesson involves the development of
clear, achievable policy objectives. Sir Brian Urquhart, a
United Nations peacekeeping specialist, has developed a set
of criteria for conducting peace operations. His criteria
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suggest that a clear, achievable mandate increases the
chances for unity of effort among diplomatic, humanitarian
and military

agencies.39 The United

Nations Mission

in

Somalia authorized under U.N. Security Council Resolution
814 (UNISOM 11; 1993-1994), suffered because of unrealistic,

poorly

coordinated objectives;

such

as

the

capture of

General Mohammed Aidid and "...the consolidation, expansion
and

maintenance

of

a

secure

environment

throughout

Somalia."40 These operational objectives were not linked to
a clear, achievable set of United States policy objectives
in Somalia. The resulting rise in violence became the wages
of a wastefully mismanaged set of tasks expected of a peaceenforcement mission with limited capabilities.
The third lesson involves having the political will to
apply appropriate means in accomplishing the mandate or
mission. These means include the provision of both credible
incentives and coercive inducements.41 Positive incentives
are rewards that encourage consent and cooperation with a
peace

operation

and

the

long-term

processes

of

reconciliation and nation building. The threat of coercion
by a credible force intimidates recalcitrant parties or
factions unresponsive to positive incentives. Policy makers
must

be

willing

to

commit

foreign policy objectives.
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these

means

to

accomplish

In October 1993, the United Nations Assistance Mission
in Rwanda (UNAMIR) lacked the means to accomplish the many
tasks outlined in UN Security Council Resolution 872.42 By
the

Spring

of

peacekeeping

the

1994,

force became

lightly
a

armed,

vulnerable

2,548-member

target

in

the

escalating violence, rather than a credible force capable of
peace-enforcement. Realizing the serious situation on the
ground, the commander of UNAMIR, Canadian General Dallaire,
requested a brigade-sized force of 5,000 trained soldiers.
His

request

was

never

implemented. The

escalation

of

violence within Rwanda in April 1994 caused some troopcontributing

countries

to

unilaterally

withdraw

their

contingents from UNAMIR. By the end of April 1994,

the

remaining 400 peace-keepers were operating without a clear,
achievable mandate.43 As

the

death

toll

climbed beyond

500,000 lives, the international community faced a human

tragedy of catastrophic proportions and has been criticized
for its slow response in stopping the violence.44
United

States’

experience

in

the

aforementioned

situations underscores the importance of understanding the
strategic

environment,

objectives

and

having

identifying
the

will

to

clear,

achievable

apply

appropriate

capabilities. Scholars propose models that explain conflict
situations and predict state collapse. Pauline Baker and
John Ausink have developed a predictive model that analyzes
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the evolution of conflict through five stages; root causes,
immediate ceuses, transition, transformation of the state
and outcomes.45

Potential responses by the international

community ar2 recommended at each stage based on whether
events take a violent or non-violent path (Appendix 1).
The Baker/Ausink model also provides

indicators of

observable symptoms and provides insights into the root
causes

conflict.

of

These

indicators

are

useful

in

forecasting the collapse of a weak nation state. While no
model "fits" every situation, the authors of this model
highlight the importance of early warning and of taking
preventive

action before

a crisis reaches

catastrophic

proportions. These models identify the sources of conflict,
but

other

methodologies

are

needed

to

determine

an

integrated, multidimensional response.
The Clinton Administration has recently developed a
framework to assist in policy development, planning and
execution

of

operations.
outlines

a

complex

multidimensional

Presidential
process

Decision

that

contingency

Directive

integrates

the

(PDD)-56

informational,

diplomatic, economic and military instruments of national
power at the policy level. PDD-56 facilitates interagency
coordination through

the

(pol-mil) plans.

These

46

creation o f . political-military
plans

require

comprehensive

situational assessments and integrate interagency objectives
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toward a unified set of tasks. These tasks then become the
basis for UN mandates or operational missions for U.S.
unified commands. Pol-mil plans also provide a means for
synchronizing interagency efforts in developing strategies
for

early

resolution

of

conflicts.

By

identifying

preparatory tasks as well as major functional tasks, pol-mil
plans can be rehearsed during the conduct of interagency
exercises. The after-action review process captures issues
and lessons learned for refinement of future contingency
plans (Appendix 2 ) . Both predictive models and improvements
in the interagency process assist in developing coherent
policy objectives, and help focus strategies that prevent or
resolve conflict situations.
Early warning networks among civil society, academia,
regional

organizations

and

the

United Nations

seek

to

minimize loss of life and enable the establishment of
reconciliation and nation building activities. Recent UN
reforms include development of an early warning capability,
improvements in management and coordination and formation of
a rapid

reaction capacity specializing

security

matters.4 1

Proactive

in

strategies

peace
that

and

prevent

conflict could avert deployment of costly, large-scale peace
operations. These capabilities could make a difference in
shaping the security environment in Sub-Saharan Africa.
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Visions of a Future P o l i c y

The United States has an uaprecedented opportunity to
help shape the security envirorixent in Sub-Saharan Africa,
while securing and protecting its own interests in the
region. A more sophisticated reqional policy is needed that
encourages international engagensnt.
The first policy objective focuses on strengthening
African capacities for cooperarive security. Regional and
sub-regional organizations have the potential to broaden
their role in creating indigensus capacities for conflict
prevention and conflict resolutizn. Some African lezders are
seeking African solutions to regional security chzllenges.
The Organization of African UrLty

(OAU) is developing a

formal Mechanism for Conflict Irevention, Management and
Resolution. In 1997 the OAU received funding from the United
States for creation of an early warning capability at its
General Headquarters in Addis Abzba, Ethiopia.

48

Sub-regional organizations zre also strengthening their
roles

in

conflict

prevention

and

resolution

through

cooperative security agreements. Though .lacking resources,
two

sub-regional

organizations,

the

Southern

African

Development Community (SADC) and the Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) have acknowledged the need for
regional

security

in

their

protocols.4 9

Historically,

strengthening of African militaries resulted in security for
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a regime at the expense of human rights. For this reason,
sub-regional

organizations

have

adopted

more

informal

security arrangements that rely on dialogue and preventive
diplomacy to achieve political consensus and reconciliation.

A recent example of this sentiment was the pressure placed
on

Lesotho

in

1994

to

restore

democratic

rule

by

governments of South Africa, Botswana and Zimbabwe.50 South
Africa's

"White Paper on Defence,''

demonstrates

the

drafted in 1995, clearly
comitment

country's

to

national

reconciliation and unity, and reflects a national consensus
on defense policy. For the first time in South Africa's
history; this defense policy has been shaped by substantial
inputs

from

Parliament,

the

public,

non-governmental

organizations and the Department of Defense.
These
insights are critical in understanding African sensitivities
in developing future capacities for cooperative security.
Despite its current shortfalls, the African Crisis
Response

Initiative

(ACRI)

offers

a

framework

for

strengthening select African militaries through professional
training,

participation

in

multi-national

peacekeeping

exercises and exchanges on common peacekeeping techniques
and procedures.52 This initiative does not seek to create
large standing African armies. Instead, the ACRI creates
standby capacities that are deployed to prevent or resolve
conflicts

under

the

auspices

19

of

UN

or

regional

organizations. Unit training completed in Senegal, Malawi
and Uganda in 1997 is scheduled to continue in Ghana, Mali,
Ethiopia and elsewhere.53

When the United States pledged

$20 million for the ACRI in September 1996, a number of

African countries showed an interest in how the force would
be organized, controlled and funded. Their reactions suggest
that the United States has an opportunity to engage in a
constructive

dialogue

with

African

leaders

about
54

strengthening African capacities for conflict resolution.

Another proposed policy objective focuses on efforts
supporting economic reconstruction and development. Specific
areas

include

key

transportation

and

communications

infrastructures. This policy provides assistance to select
African nations in development of economic market sectors
and institutions for education and job training. Cooperative
investments through the World Bank, World Trade Organization
and other international organizations also fund projects
that

improve

health

care

and

establish

vibrant

civil

organizations. Economic development focuses on expanding
commercial

trade

relationships

and

export

markets

for

African goods. Countries making progress in economic reforms
improve their.eligibility for relief from foreign debts.55
Unfortunately the vast quantity of foreign aid provided
to Africa in the past has not succeeded in promoting growth
or economic reform. A number of African states are actually
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poorer today than they were before receiving financial aid
decades ago.5 6 This trend will change when future assistance
is linked to the achievement of measurable goals in areas
like literacy and employment. Unlike financial aid, economic
assistance is offered as an incentive that encourages the
privatization of economic enterprise, improves educational
opportunities and helps establish an African middle-class.
Much of Africa's

traditional economic activity has

focused on extracting and exporting raw materials from the
continent. Focusing future economic development programs
creates

more

employment

opportunities

for

Africans

by

building indigenous manufacturing capacities that process
raw

materials.

African

infrastructure

such

as

roads,

electricity and communications become objects of future
capital

investments

and

civil

work

important are investments in Africa's

projects.

Equally

vast, undervalued

human capital through improvements made in health care and
education. All

of these

investments seek

to

alleviate

endemic poverty and accelerate Africa's integration into the
global economy.57
The

Clinton

Administration

has

recommended

broad

incentives for African nations committed to making economic
and

political

reforms.

In May

1997,

Congress

drafted

legislation that would authorize new trade and investment
partnerships.

The

African

Growth

21

and

Opportunity

Act

*

provides incentives, investment opportunities and programs
that stimulate private sector growth in African

states

making measurable progress in employment, education and
public

health.

exports

on

goods
The

markets.58

Additional
and

incentives

greater

Overseas

include

access

Private

to

duty-free

international

Investment

Cooperation

(OPIC) has pledged $750 million to encourage direct equity

and infrastructure investment in the region.
States’

foreign policy

in Africa

evolves,

’’

As United

the

Clinton

Administration appears willing to secure American interests
in the region primarily through economic reforms.
The

third

proposed

policy

objective

promotes

and

supports transparent and accountable governance in select
African countries. Support of democratization must be linked
‘to the respect for human rights, evolution of the rule of
law,

the

electoral

establishment
processes,

of

and

civil

a

organizations,

broader

fair

participation

in

political activities. These are long-term processes that
require patience

and

encouragement. Democracy not

only

creates the condition for economic growth, it promotes the
stability necessary for development. History suggests that
democratic nations are far less likely.to engage in conflict
than authoritarian regimes.60
If the United States purports a foreign policy

Of

selective engagement in Africa, there are opportunities
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a

where

small

commitment will

create

positive

change

consistent with its values and interests. Past examples of
such opportunities include Namibia, Mozambique and South
Africa. The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) represents an
opportunity for future engagement, becoming a source of
stability and economic growth for the Central Africa subregion. With its size, vast resources and central location,
the DRC holds a key for transforming a sub-region mired in
endemic poverty and violence. A comparison can be made
between the departure of long-time dictator Mobutu Sese Seko
from the former Zaire and the end of apartheid in South
Africa.

Just

destabilizing

as

South Africa

force

into

an

was

transformed

engine

for

from

growth

a

and

development in Southern Africa, the DRC could become a
positive force for change in Central Africa.. 61
The

international

community

has

an

unprecedented

opportunity to engage with African leaders of the DRC and
Central Africa. For the United States, a more sophisticated
foreign policy includes creation of a secure environment for
the people of the DRC, reconstruction of the country’s
potentially dynamic economy, and promotion of a legitimate
process that establishes accountable governance.

These

policy goals must be born and developed from within; if
positive, long-term change is expected in the DRC and the
nine neighboring states that share its borders. 62
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Given its national interest in regional stability, the
United States could become a key actor that chooses to
engage with a country like the DRC, coordinating the ways
and means among a consortium of international actors. By
taking advantage of this opportunity the United

States

accomplishes

States

two

tasks.

First,

the

United

demonstrates the positive value of international cooperation
in shaping the security environment in this troubled region.
Second, acting on its policy of engagement prevents the
likelihood of costlier humanitarian interventions in the
future.

Conclusions

Sub-Saharan Africa faces many difficult challenges to
its regional security. Governments of former colonial and
Cold War powers are not likely to commit more resources into

the region, but they still have genuine interests in longterm

regional

stability.

Unlike

past

“hand-outs”

of

developmental aid squandered by African elites, there are
alternatives that would help selected African leaders solve
African

security

challenges.

Strengthening

African

capacities, investing in African infrastructure, improving
education and health care, offering technical assistance and
coordinating efforts of international organizations are ways
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to focus resources--helping selected African leaders put
their countries on a solid path of growth and development.
Analysis of United States national security interests
and

regional

policy

objectives

for

Sub-Saharan

Africa

produces three conclusions. First, the United States has
interests in Africa; but it has failed to achieve national
consensus on those interests, their intensity or acceptable
costs for protecting them. Past administrations have done
little to build such consensus, and have not developed
coherent foreign policy objectives for the region. America’s
recognition of its interests in Africa will
coming decades, as the global economy

evolve in

seeks and

opens

markets in the region and the search for scarce resources
intensifies. Stability, arguably our most important regional
interest, creates the best conditions for securing virtually
all other national interests.
Second,

our

recent

experiences

in

Africa

reveal

important lessons. These include the need to understand
conflict situations, establish clear and achievable policy
objectives, and resolve to commit adequate means to achieve
those objectives. Predictive models and methodologies that
improve the interagency process offer ways to integrate
informational, political, economic and military instruments
of power in achieving our foreign policy objectives. These
developments represent significant progress.
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Finally, coherent strategies are products of

focused

and consistent long-term policy objectives. This has not
been the case with America’s regional policy in Africa since

I

afford to careen from crisis to crisis; it must have a new
diplomacy that can anticipate and prevent crisis.“63 Focused
policy objectives can shape the future security environment
in Africa through a set of patient, proactive strategies,
which use available ways and means to build new partnerships
with selected African states. These partnerships turn mutual
interests into reality--effective capacities that prevent,
manage and resolve conflict, create sustainable economic
growth

and

development,

and

establish

systems

of

accountable, transparent governance.
The United States must be engaged in Africa if it hopes
to shape the region’s security environment in the 21St
Century. Rhetoric must be supported by action. Political
leaders must become the visionaries and advocates of a
revised regional policy; by gaining consensus on national
interests in the region, applying lessons learned from
recent experiences and formulating a more sophisticated set
of policy objectives which reflect America‘s position on
selective
question

engagement
remains:

and

Will

focus
the
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future

United

strategies.

States

seize

The
this

*

opportunity, leading the international community in shaping
the future security environment of this region ?

Word Count: 4,715
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APPENDIX 1:

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEwoRE< FOR ANALYZING STATE COLLAPSE AND
INTERNAL CONFLICT

Military Victory,

Societies
Predisposition
For Internal
Conflict

Internal
Conflict

Neeotiations.
Negotiations,
State Reforms,
Power sharing

Elections, Peaceful
Partition, Conflict
Resolution
.
)
Mechanisms,
Refugee
Resettlement,
Building New State
Structures (Civil
Services, Police,
Military, Judiciary

POTENTIAL ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
PREDICTION
EARLY WARNING

PREVENTIVE
D IPL 0MAC Y

PEACE ENFORCEMENT
PEACEMAKING

PEACEKEEPING
PEACEBUILDING

POST-CONFLICT
ECONOMIC A N D POLITICAL
INTEGRATION

* * * * * *
TWELVE INDICATORS OF STATE COUAPSE AND INTERNAL CONE'LICT

SOCIAL INDICATORS:
1. Mounting Demographic Pressures
0

0

0

*

Pressures deriving from high population density relative to
food supply and other life-sustaining resources.
Pressures deriving from group settlement patterns that affect
the freedom to participate in common forms of human and
physical activity; including economic productivity, travel,
social interaction, religious worship, etc.
Pressures deriving from group settlement patterns and
physical settings; including border disputes, ownership or
occupancy of land, access to transportation outlets, control
of religious or historical sites, and proximity to
environmental hazards.

Reproduced with permission from Dr. Pauline Baker, President, Fund for Peace
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2. Massive Movement of Refugees or Internally Displaced Persons
Creating Complex Humanitarian Emergencies.
0

Forced up-rooting of large communities as a result of
random or targeted violence and/or repression; causing
food shortages, disease, lack of clean water, land
competition, and turmoil that can spiral into larger
humanitarian and security problems, both within and
between countries.

3. Legacy of Vengence-Seeking Group Grievance or Group Paranoia
0

0

0

0
0

History of aggrieved communal groups citing injustices
of the past, sometimes going back centuries.
Pattern of atrocities committed with impunity against
communal groups.
Specific groups singled out by state authorities, or by
dominant groups, for persecution or repression.
Institutionalized political exclusion.
Public scapegoating of groups believed to have acquired
wealth, status or power as evidenced in the emergence of
"hate" radio, pamphleteering and stereotypical or
nationalistic political rhetoric.

4. Chronic and Sustained Human Flight
0

0

0

"Brain-drain" of professionals, intellectuals and
political dissidents fearing persecution or repression.
Voluntary emigration of the "middle class," particularly
economically productive segments of the population; such
as entrepreneurs, businesspersons, artisans and traders
due to economic deterioration.
Growth of exile communities.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS:
5. Uneven Economic Development Along Group Lines
0

0

0

Group-based inequity, or perceived inequality, in
education and economic status.
Group-based impoverishment as measured by poverty
levels, infant mortality rates, education levels, etc.
Rise of communal nationalism based on real or perceived
group inequities.
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6. Sharp and/or Severe Economic Decline
0

0

0
0

0

0

A pattern of progressive economic decline of the society
as a whole as measured by per capita income, GNP, debt,
child mortality rates, poverty levels, business
failures, etc.
Sudden drop in commodity prices, trade revenue or
foreign investment.
Collapse or devaluation of the national currency.
Extreme social hardship imposed by economic austerity
programs.
Growth of hidden economies, including the drug trade,
smuggling and capital flight.
Increase in levels of corruption and illicit
transactions among the general populace.

POLITICAL / MILITARY INDICATORS:

7. Criminalization and/or Deligitimization of the State
0

0

0

0

Massive and endemic corruption or profiteering by ruling
elites.
Resistance of ruling elites to transparency,
accountability and political representation.
Widespread loss of popular confidence in state
.
institutions and processes; e.g., widely boycotted or
contested elections, mass public demonstrations,
sustained civil disobedience, inability of the state to
collect taxes, resistance to military conscription, rise
of armed insurgencies.
Growth of crime syndicates linked to ruling elites.

8. Progressive Deterioration of Public Services
~

0

0

Disappearance of basic state functions that serve the
people, including failure to protect citizens from
terrorism and violence and to provide essential
services; such as health, education., sanitation, public
transportation, etc.
State apparatus narrows to those agencies that serve the
ruling elites, such as security agencies, presidential
staff, the central bank, the diplomatic service, customs
and collection agencies, etc.
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9 . Suspension of the R u l e of Law and Widespread V i o l a t i o n of
Human Rights
0

0

Emergence of authorization, dictatorial or military rule
in which constitutional and democratic institutions and
processes are suspended or manipulated.
Outbreak of politically-inspired (as opposed to
criminal) violence against innocent civilians.
Rising number of political prisoners or dissidents who
are denied due process consistent with international
norms and practices.
Widespread abuse of legal, political and social rights,
including those of individuals, groups and institutions
(e.g., harassment of the press, politicization of the
judiciary, internal use of the military for political
ends, public repression of political opponents).

1 0 . Security A p p a r a t u s Operates as a "State Within a State"
0

0

Emergence of elite or praetorian guards which operate
with impunity.
Emergence of state-sponsored or state-supported "private
militias" that terrorize political opponents, suspected
"enemies," or,civilians seen to be sympathetic to the
opposition.
Emergence of an "army within an army" that serves the
interests of the dominant military or political clique.

11. Rise of Factionalized E l i t e s
0

Fragmentation of ruling elites and state institutions
along ethnic, class, clan, racial or religious lines.
Use of nationalistic political rhetoric by ruling
elites, often in terms of communal irredentism (e.g.,
"greater Serbia") or of communal solidarity (e.g.,
ethnic "cleansing" or defending "the faith") .

12. Intervention of O t h e r States or E x t e r n a l P o l i t i c a l A c t o r s

Military or.para-military engagement in the internal
affairs of the state at risk by outside militaries,
states, identity groups, or entities that affect the
internal balance of power, or resolution of conflict
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Presidential Decision Directive (PDD)- 5 6 requires that a
political-military implementation plan (or "pol-mil plan")
be developed as an integrated planning tool for coordinating
U.S. government responses in a complex contingency
operation. With the use of the pol-mil plan methodology, the
interagency can implement effective management practices
that centralize planning and decentralize execution during
the operation. The components of the pol-mil plan are in
accordance with the following methodology:
1. Situation Assessment. A comprehensive assessment of

the situation to clarify essential information that,
in the aggregate, provides a multi-dimensional
picture of the crisis.
2. U.S. Interests. A statement of U . S .

interests at
stake in the crisis and the requirement to secure
those interests.

3. Mission Statement. A clear statement of the U.S.

government's strategic purpose for the operation and
the pol-mil plan mission.
4. Objectives. The key civil-military objectives to be
accomplished during the operation.
5. Desired Pol-Mil End State. The conditions the

operation is intended to create before the operation
transitions to a follow-on operation and/or
terminates.
6.

Concept of the Operation. A conceptual description
of how the various instruments of U . S . government
policy will be integrated to get the j o b done
throughout all phases of the operation.

7. Lead Agency Responsibilities. An assignment of
responsibilities for participating agencies.

strategy that is linked
to the realization of the end state described above,
requiring the integrated efforts of diplomats,
military leaders and relief officials of the U.S.
government and the international community.

8. Transition/Exit Strate-:
.
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9.

Organizational Concept. A schematic of the various

organizational structures of the operation, in
Washington and in the area(s) of operation, including a
description, including a description of the chain of
authority and associated reporting channels.
10. Preparatory Tasks. A layout of specific tasks to be
undertaken before the operation begins (congressional
consultations, diplomatic efforts, troop recruitment,
legal authorities, funding requirements and sources,
media coordination, etc).
11. Functional Tasks / Agency Plans. Key operational
and support plans written by U.S. government agencies
that pertain to critical parts of the operation (e.g.,
political mediation/reconciliation, military support,
demobilization, humanitarian assistance, police reform,
basic public services, economic restoration, human
rights monitoring, social development, public
information, etc.

Reproduced from a National security Council White Paper: Presidential Decision
Directive 56 (Washington, D.C., 1997): p. 7.
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